Comments

Very Accurate and Genuine One of the best readers without a doubt!
Jacinta

Consistent Have had a few readings with Jerry over the last few months and he has always been consistent what
he delivers to me regarding my "relationship". He picks up the characteristics of Mr H correctly but due to my
frustration and lack of patience with Mr H I do find it difficult to hang in there. However Jerry tells me that within
the next 3 months I will be rewarded for my patience and Mr H will step up and make positive changes to enable
us to have a future. Several trusted top readers have told me the same and that I need to apply patience and give
him some space and cut him some slack - I on the other hand am finding it increasingly doubtful that ANY of my
readings will unfold as I'm told. I will shout it from the rooftops and feedback if Jerry is right in his prediction. I
enjoy my readings with Jerry as he does not sugarcoat anything and is very matter of fact and professional in his
delivery. I absolutely recommend him
Daisy

That was so good
Had 2 reading with jerry. He did get situations right and his second reading was similar to first. He for me that I
will get contact in 2 weeks time - not before. I got the contact in 3 days. Hope rest of the predictions will speed up
as well:)
Nikita

WOW!!!!! Have just had a reading wiyh Jerry, in tune with my situation, positive, positive. Reading in ageement
with other great read kooma readers. Awaiting predictions to unfold and will give feedback. Highly recommended
by me. The weight is off, thanks Jerry.
Sakhile Zimba

Sweet
HI Jerry its sally I had a reading with you Tuesday, I didn't get the job :( so I will try and find you here again and
maybe you can look into please as you were quite adamant about me getting it. I did try my best. Your still fantastic reader though you got my sister's birthday spot on - how spooky. Love sally xxx
Little Angel
One of the Best!!!
Jerry is an astounding medium always very accurate and I have had a few readings with jerry now because of his
strong link to spirit and the guidance his able to give I will have another reading with Jerry soon as he is always
Spot on!! xx Tabitha

Update
Wow! Had few readings with Jerry and found that he was accurate on my current situation and the person in question! Like he knew us! He predicted that something significant would happen on 5th Nov, that may seem disappointing, but it would turn out to be a positive move forward! Well, that very thing happened on the 5th and was
upsetting, but I suddenly remembered Jerry's words and was amazed!! Let’s hope the 16th Nov brings what you
say and I will have that smile! I have every faith now after what has happened so far! Thank you so much and for
anyone wanting honest insight into a situation, give this man a ring coz you won’t be disappointed!! xx
SOPEILROS

Restoring Faith
Jerry, you've restored my faith in spirit and the universe. I know that patience is a virtue and we don't get what we always want when we expect
it. As we grow and become more spiritually aware we will be tried and tested throughout life. Thank you again for steering me back on the right
path.
T Hua

I love Jerry
When I feel worried or unsure I give Jerry a call and he instantly calms me down with his spot on readings and
professional manner. xx
Calvino

Best Spiritual Guidance
Jerry, thank you for your calming influence. I know we all face challenges in our lives; and it seems speaking to
you makes issues so much easier to deal with by looking at it in a different perspective.
T Hua

Excellent
Jerry, just a quickie to thank you so much for the reassurance I needed. I know you are right. God bless. Rosie
xxx
Doris

March - April .. It is now June.
Jerry read for me 11-03-09, told me my ex would be back, within a couple of days and the relationship would
flourish when the clocks moved forward. He read for me again 13-04-09 and predicted exactly same thing changing the date to end of April - he is a consistent reader and I know timings can be difficult. But it is now June and
none of his predictions around work and love have materialised.
Dolceluv

Predictions Update
I thought I would leave an update for Jerry, as he was so spot on with a reading I had about 2 wks ago. Jerry predicted that I would hear from a certain person within 6 days from the reading that I had. Jerry I would like to let
you know that you were spot on, in exactly the same time frame, the person rang me out of the blue. I was gob
smacked when I was checking through my readings and noticed that you were completely accurate! Highly recommended reader, you will not be disappointed, try for yourself.
Gemini

Fantastic Reading
Had a great reading he didn’t ask me anything and gave me the validation I was looking for was specific and 100% accurate, has a great manner would highly recommend many thanks you have aided my new path
Barry Conn

Warm thanks
Thanks Jerry for all your predictions which have come to pass and your treasured guidance. You’re an angel
MICHELLE JONES

Future prediction
hi just had another reading with jerry, 2wks ago jerry told me the guy I was meeting (end of the month) was my soul
mate a very strong relationship we never met @ iv not heard from him for 5 days, my second reading jerry says its a
temp delay @ he will get in contact with me within next couple weeks @ we will have a great relationship xx lets hope its
true thanks jerry x ill keep u posted xxx
marie11

Thank you
Hi just want you to know that your prediction has come to pass. You said that I would receive some very important mail
in the post something I had been waiting within five days. Well I did and it was exactly what I had been waiting for. The
tribunal was cancelled and a decision was made on extra evidence. This was to my advantage. Thank you once again. x
Jules

A nice voice
Jerry has a very soothing and pleasant speaking voice. He would make a great reader of spoken-word books! I found him
to be honest and consistent but the information he passed on was a little thin but I will call him again as I feel he is
worth talking too.
Angelic Jo

Encouraging
Thank you Jerry for all your help with my situation. So far you have guided me through a very rocky period in my life and
you're predictions have always come to pass. Thank you Jules
Julies

Brilliant
hi just had a reading with jerry and have to say he was spot on with everything this man asks NO QUESTIONS his talents
are brill I was feeling down about a situation going on around me @ jerry has picked me up I would recommend this
reader above all others on here thanks jerry I will get back to u on in future xxxx Marie
marie11

Great
If u want a true reading choose this reader he's straight to the point no questions asked .xx Tricia
marie11

Said little, learnt loads
Thanks for the reading Jerry, reviewing what you said and I am struck by just how accurate you were and how much you
managed to pack in during the time! Take care.
Sugalump

Thank You Jerry
Jerry is a wonderful man/reader. He doesn't beat around the bush, he doesn't ask questions and what he tells you is precise and honest. His predictions are always firm and straight forward. The things he picks up on and the people around
you are uncanny. Thank you Jerry, you are one of the best. Michelle x
Michelle

Thank you
I had a reading with Jerry just few minutes ago and have to say he just asked my date of birth and he picked up things
on his own I was very silent and I listened to all Jerry had to say and he was on the spot so right and I appreciate his
honesty and he was not trying to talk and say things which he don’t know so no guessing here all real about me and my
life. Thank you so much Jerry your advice and reading really is helping me to think straight now again. Maarit
shineeyegal

Reading
Very nice man and helpful in a practical sort of way... But information quite vague and more of a counseling session really ...
Jaynee

BRILLIANT!
Absolutely brilliant! An exceptional reader...I would thoroughly recommend. Thank you Jerry, you are truly gifted!
Bumblebee

Marvellous
I've had a few readings with Jerry and he is lovely to talk to and has a lovely calm manner. I had another reading from
Jerry today. His readings are consistent and I look forward to things transpiring. Thanks again Jerry and Happy New Year
to you. Nx
knickers

Great Reading
Thanks Jerry for a wonderful reading today. You talk in such a calm manner but inspiring at the same time. What you
picked up was spot on and consistent with other readings and I look forward to smiling in the New Year! Thanks a million
x
knickers

Thank you
Jerry always gives me the truth and I feel I have very honest readings from him. He is a lovely guy and has helped me
thru so much. Thank you x
beckieclaire

Gentle Amazing Man
Thanks so much for your calm and insightful reading. I feel as though I can really take a step back from the situation
we discussed knowing it is all in safe hands now. Thanks and god bless you x
Ginny

Thank you great reading
Thanks for great help and accuracy in reading 2 wks ago my health’s improving bit by bit not as poor energy’s now.
Will chat at a later date been resting and doing work on self healing. Keep up good work will chat again in future Love
Dawn x
Tara

Great reading one of the best I've had
Thanks for the help on 6th August Thurs you will remember me excellent picking up only stuff I knew especially as id
just been upset. I’ve been doing energy clearing and cold is coming out good sign throat block releasing feel better will
be back later love light to you XX
tara

Encouraging
Jerry is not only a good reader, but has the ability to make you feel better in desperate situations.
LT

Readings
Hey Jerry. Love your animal spirit card readings, keep up the good work.
Jaco

Follow the yellow brick road
Jerry, I really appreciate your readings, your knowledge and insight to my circumstances. You link in every time and
definitely tell me how it is whether I want to hear them or not, ha ha. That is a good thing, that’s what I pay for, the
truth, your guidance and that is what I get every time. I know we will speak again, until then keep on shinning. Would
highly recommend this man, if you can get a reading with him...Speak soon Elvis....
patience

Insightful reading
I don’t normally add comments after having readings and I have had many due to going through rough patch. At the
moment I just need that spiritual connection and Jerry gave that today. Very gentle energy that gave me insight and
healing into the present. For me predictions aren’t always a good thing because how can I get to the future if I haven’t
dealt with the present. Thank you very much Jerry. You helped me so much with my today. I’m hoping my comment
takes this time as it’s the second time I’m typing this. The first time the system rejected it so it may come up twice. Mind
you, that won’t be a bad thing. God Bless.x
circlelite

Unity
Jerry I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the readings I have had from you. They have helped me no
end and inspired me. Everything what you told me was true and is in the process of immerging. Thanks jerry from patience.
Patience

*Brilliant*
Just had a reading with Jerry, asked for a general reading to see what was picked up and my current situation was
brought up straight away! He was able to describe things with great accuracy and interestingly Jerry predicted the same
things as other readers in the exact same time frames so we'll see. Thank you so much Jerry! Xxx L..

Had a reading
Decided to have a reading with Jerry. He soon picked up on all the issues for me and all that was surrounding me. Will
rate higher when predictions come in if and when. We all hope so but I found Jerry to be a good reader and had a very
calming voice. Try him - you wont be disappointed. Chris H

Lovely Reading
Thank you Jerry for a on the spot reading. You have empowered me and encouraged me to believe in my instincts and
have faith in my dreams. Thank you so much.
Archana S

